DS-62
YOUR OFFICE ASSISTANT
The quiet folder inserter that handles all mail
Remember the time when you had to put your mail together by hand? Manually collating, folding, inserting, sealing and stacking your mail pieces is a time-consuming business. But there is a better way, the DS-62 folder-inserter. The DS-62 handles all your mail automatically, saving you time and money. It produces a professional looking mail piece and is as easy to use as a photocopier.

**WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS**
Does your mail vary in paper size, paper quality etc? Does it consist of invoices, cards or reply envelopes? The DS-62 does it all for you.

The unique flexFeed feeders enable you to process any document size. Do you have inserts that are up to A5 size? Use the Short Feeder for optimised accessibility.

**PROFESSIONAL LOOKING MAIL PIECE**
Effective communication starts with a professional looking mail piece. That is why the DS-62 collates and assembles all documents before folding them. The result, the recipient opens the envelope and all the documents are presented together, always in the right order.

**POWERFOLD5**
With powerFold5 you can fold up to 5 pages in tri-fold, crisply and silently, important where mailing costs are based on size as well as weight.
Everybody can use the DS-62. No need for skilled operators thanks to load and Go. Just load documents and envelopes and press the button to Go! The DS-62 will adjust all settings automatically and even save them in the memory for instant recall. Regular jobs? Just run load and Go and store the settings in one of the 9 available jobs.

**FITS IN EVERY OFFICE ENVIRONMENT**
Low noise level, great flexibility, compact size and matchless ease-of-use, this means that the DS-62 can easily fit into any office environment.

**DAILY MAIL**
The Daily Mail mode allows you to process up to 5 sheets fed by hand, stapled or unstapled.

**SECURE PROCESSING**
To ensure that every recipient gets the correct mail piece, Neopost’s electro-mechanical thickness detection protects against double feeding. It is insensitive to dust, and works with toner or coloured paper. The DS-62 measures the thickness of every document from each feeder via secure’n Feed.
INSERT’N FRANK
Automate your total mail flow by connecting the DS-62 to a Neopost franking system.

ENVELOPE OUTPUT OPTIMISATION
Choose the best way to collect your filled envelopes and optimise space, ergonomics and productivity.

CUSTOMER AND AFTER SALES SERVICE
Neopost ensures the best customer and after sales service in the world.

MODELS

**DS-62 1.5 STATION**
1 full size multi-functional flexFeed station, and 1 half-size station for documents up to A5

**DS-62 2 STATION**
2 full size multi-functional flexFeed stations for documents up to 356 mm in length

**DS-62 2.5 STATION**
2 full size multi-functional flexFeed stations, and 1 half-size station for documents up to A5

SPECIFICATIONS

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- load’n Go
- flexFeed
- Daily Mail for stapled and unstapled sets
- Multiple sheet feeding
- Cascade feeding
- powerFold5
- Fold-only applications
- Electro-mechanical secure’n Feed
- Tip-to-tip sealing
- 9 programmable jobs

**UNIQUE TO NEOPOST**
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes

**DOCUMENTS**
- Height: 90 - 356 mm
- Width: 130 - 230 mm
- Weight: 60 - 250 gsm
- Feeder capacity: 325 sheets (80 gsm)

**SET THICKNESS**
- Maximum: 2 mm

**ENVELOPES**
- Length: 90 - 162 mm
- Width: 160 - 248 mm
- Capacity hopper: 150 envelopes

**FOLDING**
- Capacity: Max. 5 sheets (80 gsm)
- Fold types: letter, zigzag, single, double parallel, no fold

**PERFORMANCE**
- Speed: Up to 2,200 filled envelopes/hour

**DIMENSIONS**
- Length: 1200 mm
- Width: 420 mm
- Height: 520 mm (2 stations)
- Weight: 75 kg

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST?
Neopost is the European leader and a leading worldwide provider of mailing and logistics solutions. Our innovative products and services bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing process to make your business run more effectively.

Neopost **brilliantbasics** benefits provide excellence in all our offers, from products to support and services. They bring you the best in operational efficiency, mail quality and security, budget optimisation and online management.

Models shown: 2 station DS-62.